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ABSTRACT

The AHPL simulator, HPSIM, was used to simulate a SIMD computer
having eight parallel processors.

Through the use of test examples

typical to the types of problems a SIMD computer would normally
encounter, HPS3M was shown to be an effective tool in the design of a
large digital system.

Although HPSIM executes at approximately 0.5

seconds per clock period with the current problem on a CDC6400, the
simulation of a more conventional processor may execute eight times
faster.

HPSIM II, an improved version of the simulator, promises to

execute as much as ten times faster than its predecessor.

With the

introduction of cost effective digital simulation systems, their
adoption in industry is inevitable.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Since the 1940's the explosion of digital electronics has
created a revolution in modern engineering methods and design.

The

development of the digital computer has allowed the introduction of
sophisticated techniques applicable to every field of engineering.
Through.simulation the development of complex and costly designs can be
completed rapidly and at a greatly reduced cost.

.Many other automated

design procedures have eliminated much of the tedious and error-prone
work necessary in any design.

As. much as any of the engineering fields,

electrical engineering has benefited from this modern explosion with the
ability to model circuit and control problems,

It is odd, however, that

digital electronics itself seems, lacking in the area of methodical,
automated system design.
Presently, the design of modern digital computers has been des
cribed by Lipovski and Doty (1978) as an "art" lacking systematic design
proceduresi

This lack in methodology is not only costly and time consum

ing, but will become more and more a stumbling block to the development
of new digital systems as they increase in complexity.

In answer to

this vacuum, several attempts to create a design language for digital
systems have been made,

For a design language to be effective it must

be clear in its. meaning and have a close relationship to the actual hard
ware which it represents.

One such language is AHPL described by Hill and Peterson (1973,
1978).

AHPL is the acronym for A Hardware Programming Language.

This

language, based on the programming language API, utilizes much of the
syntax of the programming language to describe hardware implementations
of cloek-smode sequential circuits.

Each statement in AHPL represents

a precisely-determined piece of digital hardware.

Because of the close

relationship of the language to the hardware, it has been possible to
write a simulator and compiler in support of the language.

Through

the simulator, designers can create and.test hardware without.the need
of expensive iterations between the design room and the electronics
shop.

In addition, the. compiler will provide wiring lists Which may

be used directly for breadboarding the circuit or modified through, the
use. of optimizing software,.

Potentially, such a system can provide the

modern digital designer a means of rapid and cost-efficient development
of even very complex digital designs,

HP SIM— The AHPL Simulator
In any design, simulation is a key operation.

An effective

simulation system can provide a: means of rapidly reviewing the opera
tion of the design, thus speeding up the delivery of the final product.
In support of AHPL a simulator has been written by Navabi (1977) which
provides a means of testing AHPL hardware descriptions.

This simulator,

called HPSIM, allows the user to provide sets of inputs to the hardware
description and examine any of the various signals which may exist in
the "circuit'1.

For any simulator to be effective, it must be able to do three
things.

First, it must accurately represent the device which is to be

simulated.

Second, the simulator must be able to create the operating

environment and stimuli which the device will encounter..

Third, the

responses of the device to the input stimuli must be displayed in a fash
ion yielding easy interpretation.

The satisfaction of any one of the

three requirements may be a very difficult task... . Often, such as in the
design of a

computer interface, the environment is much more difficult

to describe

than the device Itself,

HPSIM is a two-pass simulator which provides both a syntax check
and a run-time simulation.

During the first.pass, ambiguities in the

hardware description are detected, such as illegal syntax and undeclared
memory elements.

In the. second pass, HPSIM accepts a file of input, lo

gic levels which provide an external stimulus to the circuit during the
simulation,

The state of any register or connection may be displayed

at every clock period through, the. simulation of the circuit operation.
Some errors in the circuit design are detected automatically during
this, phase of operation, such. as. illegal feedback loops and mismatched
vector lengths,.;:

Also, as in any simulation, examination of the response

of the hardware description to external and internal stimuli enable the
user to detect errors in. the design,

HPSIM provides the additional

flexibility of simulating multiple hardware descriptions.

Several mod

ules. may be

simulated simultaneously to create a. system operating

environment

to test a hardware.description,

A computer interface, for

example, may be tested i n .conjunction with other hardware, descriptions
which describe the operation of an input/output processor and a tape drive

4
During the past year HPSIM has been tried using a large vari
ety of hardware descriptions, ranging from simple multiplier circuits
and machine controllers to a simulation of the Motorola peripheral
interface adapter.

In each of these cases, HPSIM has shown the ability

to meet the above three requirements.

Statement of the Problem
Closely related to the ability of HPSIM to simulate hardware
descriptions is the ability of AHPL to describe digital systems.

The

areas which would most benefit from a good design language would be
large complex digital systems such as computer processors.

Such sys

tems introduce the basic problems of design for which a design language
is especially tailored, that is, the organization and simplification of
the design description.

In addition, the implementation of a simula

tion system is essential to insure that the final hardware will
function as it was intended.
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the abilities of
HPSIM to simulate large digital systems and in particular a parallel
processor.

In attempting to demonstrate and evaluate the simulator's

operation, three preliminary tasks must be accomplished,
1.. Choose an appropriate processor design, one which
provides the necessary elements of a parallel
processor but is not unnecessarily complex and is
easily testable.
2,

Describe the processor in terms of AHPL.

3,

Determine a set of test problems which.will evaluate
the processor description and operation.

Although these tasks are separate, the joint problem of evaluating the

5
simulator requires that careful consideration of the interdependency of
the tasks be made.
ing more difficult.

Certainly, a poor processor design will make test
Similarly, a poor test program will jeopardize the

results of the entire problem.
Because of the need to create a straight forward

design which

could be reliably tested * care was taken to choose a design which would
not require a large amount of basic research, but rather, one of-which,
characteristics are well understood.

This criterion restricted the

Choice of a processor to designs which have already been utilized.

The

design chosen would also need to be free from unnecessary complications.
When considering each of the tasks required to demonstrate the AHPL
simulator’s abilities> the single instruction stream multiple data
stream architecture of 1LLIAC IV was considered to be the best choice..
This computer is characterized by a single control processor
with sixty-four data processors.

During an instruction cycle, each of

the data processors executes the same instruction on a data memory local
to each of the processors.

Communication between the data processors

is restricted to neighboring processors, to the right or left.
This architecture requires the simulator to simultaneously
examine parallel data streams operating under a single control sequence.
Conflicts between register assignments, bus connection errors, and
operational inconsistencies must all be identified by the simulation.
HPSIM.must also simulate the execution of a program by the demonstra
tion computer and provide a means of examining each execution step.
Like other parallel architectures, such as multiple instruction stream
computers and pipeline processors, the ILLIAC IV architecture requires

parallel operation of many elements, but a much simpler control
unit.
In choosing an actual instruction set for the demonstration
computer it was decided that the instruction set of ILLIAC IV was unnec
essarily complicated for our purposes.

Although a large sophisticated

instruction set would increase the opportunities for the simulator to
locate conflicts and errors, a simpler one would provide the oppor
tunity to test the simulator more thoroughly.
The instruction set chosen resembles a minicomputer having
single-address

instructions and a single accumulator.

This instruc

tion set requires all of the basic bus structure, memory access, and
arithmetic logic of more complicated processors, only on a smaller
scale.

In addition, the great repertoire of software and experience

with this architecture provides the best opportunity to test the opera
tion of the simulator.

CHAPTER 2

A SMALL SIMD COMPUTER

Having chosen the basic architecture and instruction types for
the demonstration computer, the details of the computerrs design can be
organized.

In Table. 1 a summary

of

the computer’s character

istics is given.

The computer is a two's complement machine operating

on 16-bit words.

The memory

consists of

giving a total memory size of 2048 words.

eight banks of 256 words,
There are eight data proces

sors, each with a single accumulator, and a control processor with an
accumulator and index register.
demonstration computer is given.

In Figure 1 a block diagram of the
As in ILLIAC IV, the demonstration

computer consists of a single control unit which communicates through a
data bus to each of the separate memories.

The instruction fetch,

decode and addressing logic resides in the control unit.

Instructions

are broadcast to the individual data processors through a set of con
trol signals.

As in any single instruction stream computer, each of

the data processors simultaneously executes the same instruction.

Local

independence is achieved through the use of a mode flip-flop resident
within each of the data processors.

This flip-flop, when set, causes

the data processor to ignore the current instruction.

The data proces

sors are restricted to processing only data which is local to their
environment,

This is achieved by allowing them to address only data

within their own memory and the memories of the adjacent processors.

8

TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF THE DEMONSTRATION COMPUTER CHARACTERISTICS

GENERAL
Type

Single instruction stream
multiple data stream (SIMD)

Word size

16 bits

Number of processors

8 + control processor

Total memory size

2048 words

Instructions

Fixed format - single address

CONTROL PROCESSOR
Number of registers
Addressing types

Direct only

Memory

Memory is shared with the
data processors

DATA PROCESSORS
Number of registers

1 each plus a shared index
register

Addressing types

direct and indexed

Memory

256 words within each
processor

Intercommunication

Through adjacent processor
memories

9
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Fig. 1. Block Diagram of the
Demonstration Computer
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Execution of an instruction cycle begins with a memory fetch
from one of the data processor memories by the control processor.

The

instruction is then interpreted by the control unit as a control proces
sor, or a data processor instruction.

If the instruction is a control

processor instructibn, then the data processors are idle during this
instruction execution.

Similarly, the control processor will be idle

during a data processor instruction.

The functions of the control pro

cessor and data processors are distinctly different.

The control

processor is used as a sequence controller; through it loop counters
are implemented, subroutines are called, and address indexes are com
puted,

The data processors, on the other hand, are used strictly for

computation.

They perform differential equation solutions and array

calculations according to the sequence determined by the control proces
sor.

This division in tasks allows the specialization and simplification

of the individual instruction sets.
The memory has been organized to appear to the control processor
as eight banks of memory, with successive addresses residing in succes
sive memory banks.

In this way, instructions held by the data processor

memories are located in the same address space for each of the data
processors.

This simplifies programming the data processors.

Although

each of the memories may exchange data with four different processors,
the control processor, its data processor, and the two adjacent data
processors, memory conflicts never occur.

This is because of two

restrictions to the computer’s operation.

First, either the control

processor or the data processors are executing an instruction, never
both simultaneously.

Second, since all of the data processors execute

11
the identical instruction, no two data processors will ever attempt to
access the same memory at the same time,
—

^
Control Processor

The control processor is. shown in Figure 2.

This processor

serves as both a programmable computer and as the control unit for the
data processors.

Instructions are fetched from the memory and enter

the control processor via the central processor data bus, or CPDBUS.
From the CFDBUS the instructions are placed in the instruction register.
The bus structure and arithmetic logic of the control unit are used
for both control processor and data processor instructions.

The indi

vidual identity of the control processor is kept separate from the
control unit through the accumulator, link, and index register.
Within the cdntrol processor there are five, registers:

the

instruction register, memory data register, accumulator, index register,
and program counter.

These registers are broken into two general

groups; the memory registers, consisting of the instruction register
and the memory data register, and the operating registers consisting of
the accumulator, index register and program counter.
are connected by four buses:
arithmetic unit.

These registers

the A-BUS, B-BUS, G-BUS and CPDBUS and an

Unlike many computers, the demonstration computer has

no memory address register nor does the memory data register operate as
the destination of data from memory, but rather those functions are pro
vided by the bus structure of the Control processor.
The memory registers are used to provide the necessary, inter
face between memory and the control, processor.

Instruction fetches
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place the memory data into the instruction.register.

This 16-bit

register then holds the content of the instruction throughout the
instruction execution.

The last two bits are also used" as an instruc

tion sequence counter for the operate instructions.

The memory data

register is used as the holding register for data which is to be
written to memory from the control processor. Both of these registers
-_
.
. ■communicate directly with the CPDBUS, which in turn communicates
between the memory and the arithmetic unit.
The unifying characteristic of the operating registers is that
they are retained from instruction to instruction while the memory
registers are only valid within the instruction cycle currently execut
ing.

Operations using these registers are always bused through the

arithmetic unit via the A—BUS.

The accumulator and index register are

what ata. generally referred to as programmable registers.
ters are referenced directly in the instruction set.

These regis

The accumulator

is a 16-bit register with a 1-bit extension called the link.

This

register is used for general arithmetic and logical operations.

The

index register is like the accumulator in that any arithmetic or logical
operation'may reference it» however9 it is only 10-bits in length and
is used to index the data processor memory reference instructions.

The

program counter.) as in most machines, holds the address of the next in
struction to be executed.
The bus structure of the control processor is the key to the
processor’s simplicity.

With the exception of the CPDBUS, all of the

buses are simple input, or output lines from the arithmetic unit.

The
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data involved in any internal processor transfer always passes through
the arithmetic unit and is distributed to its destination by the B-BUS,
The CPDBUS) however, is a bi-directional bus comtiunicating with the
memory, G-BDS (arithmetic unit), instruction register, and memory data
register.

Control Processor Instruction Set
The instruction sets of the demonstration computer closely re
semble

those of a mid-1960's minicomputer.

Unlike modern processor

designs which have a wide variety of addressing modes, registers, stacks,
and data counters, the demonstration computer utilizes only single
accumulators with single-address instructions.

Although the data pro

cessor instructions include both direct and indexed instructions, the
control processor accesses memory only through direct addressing.

Al

though few, if any, modern processor designs would follow such a simple
instruction set, the simplicity of this choice is ideal for the purpose
of demonstrating the usefulness of AHPL.and its simulator.
The control processor's instruction set consists of nine memory
reference instructions and a set of operate, skip, and input/output
instructions.

If the first bit of an instruction is a "1” then the

instruction is a control processor instruction.

Bits one-through^four

of a control processor instruction designate the operation code, or
OPCODE,

The remaining eleven bits make up the memory address for

memory reference instructions or provide the microcoding of operate in
structions.
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The memory reference instructions are shown in Figure 3.

These

instructions may be considered as two groups, arithmetic and control.
The control instructions include the jump, jump to Subroutine, and
increment skip if zero.

These instructions control the flow of execu*-

tion of the. computer in both data and control processors.

The jump

instruction forces the content of the address field to be loaded into
the program counter.

During the next instruction fetch, rather than

fetching the next successive location in memory, the execution sequence
will jump to the new address obtained from the instruction register.
The jump to subroutine instruction operates in a manner quite different
from most minicomputers.

A diagram of the jump to subroutine instruc

tion appears in Figure 4.

This instruction causes the content of the

program counter to be combined with the operation code for a jump
instruction and written at the address pointed to by the address field
of the instruction.
location plus one.

Execution is then continued at the address field
To return from a subroutine called in this manner

it is only necessary to jump to entry point of the subroutine.

At that

location another jump instruction has been written by the jump to sub
routine which will return execution to the calling routine.

This method

of subroutine call is identical to the method used by control data 6000
and 7000 series of computers.

The increment skip if zero instruction

is very common to computers both new and old.

This instruction incre

ments the memory location pointed to by the address field.

If after

the incrementation the value of the memory location is zero, the next
instruction is skipped.

The arithmetic instructions reference a memory

16

1

OP

CODE

ADDRESS

BANK#

OP CODE

0000
0001
0010
0011
OlOx
Ollx
lOOx
lOlx
IlOx

lllx

Operate, mode and I/O instructions
Jump
Jump to subroutine
Increment - skip if zero
Store
memory
x
x
memory
Subtract
x
memory
Load
x
x
memory
Inclusive or
x
x
memory
And
x
x + memory
Add
(Where x is defined by
x = 0
use the accumulator
x = 1
use the index register)

ADDRESS

BANK//

Eight bit memory address within one of
the data processor memories (banks).
Three bit code to select one of the eight
data processor memories (banks).

Fig. 3. The Control Processor
Memory Reference Instructions
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BEFORE

Main
Program

Subroutine A
Entry point

100

Jump to
Subroutine A

101
Jump to
Entry point

Exit point

AFTER

Main
Program

Subroutine A
Jump to
location 101

100

Entry point

Jump to
Subroutine A

101
Jump to
Entry point

Fig. 4. Diagram of a Jump to
Subroutine Execution

Exit point
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address and either the accumulator or the index register.

As shown in

Figure 3, each of the arithmetic instructions may be used with either
the accumulator or the index register.
only ten bits long.

The index register, however, is

The upper six bits of a sixteen bit word are lost

when this register is loaded. Or set to zero when the contents of this
register are written to memory.

The accumulator extension or link is

also affected by addition and subtraction operations on the accumulator.
This 1-bit register is included as part of the accumulator for these
operations.

This aids in the detection of overflows and in implementing

multiple precision arithmetic.
The operate instructions, shown in Figure 5, perform shifts,
increments, and boolean functions on the accumulator.

These instruct

tions are microcoded for execution in three major cycles.
cycle is further broken down into two subcycles.

The first

(These subcycles are

actually executed simultaneously, but it is convenient.to think of
the precedence of execution as subcycles.)

According to the instruction

code, the accumulator and link are cleared during the first subcycle,
while in the second subcycle they are complemented.

This allows the

first cycle to clear, set, complement or do nothing to the accumulator
and link.
mented.

During the second major cycle the accumulator may be incre
This provides a T,make negative" instruction, implementing the

rule "complement and increment".

The last cycle of the operate instruc

tions consists of up to three subcycles.

During this major cycle,

the

accumulator and link may be shifted dr rotated up to three locations.
The bottom of Figure 5 shows the ways these registers may be rotated.
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1

0

0

0

0

0

C----1
L E A R----1---INC

AC

1 LINK

NOT

N OT
CYCLE

SHIFTS
CODE

COUNT

I
bit
bit

AC

bit 9
bit 10

Clear the accumulator
Complement the accumulator

bit 11

Increment the accumulator

bit 12

0 = Rotate
1 = Shift
0 = Left
1 = Right
Number of shifts or rotates to
perform (zero to three)

CYCLE

7

Clear the link
Complement the link

LINK

8

II

AC
CYCLE III
SHIFTS

bit 13
bits
14 & 15

AC

0^

(S k

flC P
Right Rotate

Left Rotate

L

BC

> Left Shift

Right Shift

Fig. 5. The Control Processor
Operate Instructions
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The last set of instructions, to he examined are the shift in
structions.

(Although the input/output instructions have an OPCODE,

they have not been implemented.)

These instructions, like the operate

instructions, ate microcoded into several functions.

Unlike the operate

Instructions, however, execution is performed in one cycle.

A diagram

of the skip instructions is given in Figure 6, showing the format of the
instruction word.

Bits Seven and nine are used to enable skip condi

tions On the link and accumulator respectively.

If bit seven is set,

then a skip will occur if bit eight matches the value of the link.
Similarly for'a bit nine, if it is set, then a skip will occur if any
of the conditions specified by bits ten through twelve are met.

Any

combination of bits may be specified by this instruction and a skip
will occur if any of the conditions for. a skip are met.

Data Processors
The data processors, shown in Figure 7, are eight very Simple
single-accumulator processors.

Each processor consists, of a 16-bit

accumulator, an accumulator extension or link, and a very simple arith
metic. unit.

There is no program counter, instruction register, or

control-sequencing logic within the data processors, since this logic
resides within the control processor,.

Each of the processors has a

single bi-directional data bus which communicates with memory.

This

bus is connected with three memories., the local processor memory and
the memories of the processors to the right and the left.

This, allows

each processor to access, the data local to the adjacent processors,
facilitating the simulation of many mathematical models.

.
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ENABLE ENABLE

0

0

0

0

0

LINK

0

SET
LINK

Fig. 6.

>

=
<
CODE

NOT USED

bit

7

Enable a skip on the link condition

bit

8

0 = skip if the link is clear
1 = skip if the link is set

bit

AC

AC

9

Enable a skip on the accumulator
condition

bit 10

Skip if the accumulator
than zero

is greater

bit 11

Skip if the accumulator
to zero

is equal

bit 12

Skip if the accumulator
than zero

is less

The Control Processor
Skip Instructions
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MEM N-i
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DBUS

>/

ACCUMLJL AT OR

Fi g . 7. Block Diagram of a
Data Processor

As in the control processor, the data processors utilize singleaddress instructions..

The instruction set contains a set of memory

reference5 operate, and mode flip-flop instructions.

These instruc

tions are specified by a two—hit OPCODE followed by a special three-bit field,
Although instruction sequence control is provided by the control
processor, some individual control over the instruction execution is
provided by the. processor through the use of the mode flip-flop des
cribed above and by the use of the special three-bit field.

Through

this field, the configuration, of the processors may be modified by the
instruction which is being executed.

Normally all of the processors

execute each instruction which, is broadcast, but the processors may be
grouped into three sections:
six, and processor seven.

processor zero, processors one through

Each bit within the special field repre

sents. one of these sections.

If the corresponding bit is set,, then

the processors within that section Will execute the instruction, other
wise they will be idle.

In this way, the processors may be easily

reconfigured to provide endpoints, and boundary conditions.
The memory reference instructions for the data processors,
are shown in Figure 8.

These instructions include only an add, logi

cal and, and a deposit and clear the accumulator instruction.

These

few instructions prove to be sufficient for the operation of the
processors.
9,

The successful PDP--8 instruction set; is shown in Figure

This computer, designed in 1964, continues to be one of the most

widely used computers ever built.

The data processors do hot re

quire any sequence control instructions, since they are provided by the
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0

•I

"""T

CODE S E L E C T

TYPE

00

CODE

" i---- 1---- 1... i

---- 1 - 1

i

ADDRESS

01
10
11

Operate instructions
Deposit and clear the accumulator
Logical and with the accumulator
Add to the accumulator

SELECT

bit 3
bit 4
bit 5

Execute this instruction in DPO
Execute this instruction in DPI - DP6
Execute this instruction in DP7

TYPE

00
01
10
11

DPn use memory number n
DPn use memory number n+1 (mod 8)
DPn use memory number n-1 (mod 8)
Index the memory address by the
index register. The TYPE of the
instruction is obtained from the
upper two bits of the index register.

ADDRESS

Eight bit memory address for the
data processor memories

Fig. 8. The Data Processor
Memory Reference Instructions
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Data Processor
Instruction Set

PDP-8
Instruction Set

Code

Code
Logical AND
Add
Increment - skip if zero
Deposit and clear the accumulator
Jump to subroutine
Jump
Input/Output
Operate

000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

Fig. 9.

Instruction Sets for a Data Processor
and a PDP-8

10
11
01
—
—
—
00
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control processor.

When the sequence control and input/output instruc

tions are deleted from the PDP-8 instruction set we are left with only
logical and, add, and deposit and clear the accumulator.

This implies

that the data processors can implement most any arithmetic calculation
with a very small set of instructions. •
Addressing memory is performed in four different ways.
in Figure 10, bits six and seven select the addressing mode.

As shown
These bits

indicate if the memory reference is to the local memory, an adjacent
memory or to be used through the index register.

An indexed reference

causes the address field to be added to the lower eight bits of the in
dex register.

The particular memory to be referenced is taken from the

upper two bits of the index register.

If the upper two bits of the

index register are both set, then the result delivered to the data pro
cessor accumulators will be a logical "or" of the content of the two
adjacent memories.

This would be considered an error condition.

The operate and mode irtstructions (see Figure 11) of the data
processors

are identical to the operate and skip instructions of the

control processor with the exception of bit fifteen in the mode instruc
tions.

This bit, when set, clears all of the mode flip-flops and forces

all of the data processors to execute this instruction.

In this way the

mode flip-flops, may be cleared both conditionally and unconditionally«
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ADDRESS MODE

DESCRIPTION

bits
6

1_

0

0

Each data processor uses its own memory.
Data processor 0 uses memory 0, etc.

0

1

Each data processor uses the memory to the
right. Data processor 0 uses memory 1, data
processor 7 uses memory 0, etc.

1

0

Each data processor uses the memory to the
left. Data processor 0 uses memory 7, data
processor 7 uses memory 6, etc.

1

1

The memory address is indexed by the index
register. The contents of the instruction
address field are added to the lower eight
bits of the index register to form the memory
address. The address mode is taken from the
upper two bits of the index register. If the
newly formed address mode is an indexed mode
the operation code is invalid.

Fig. 10.

Data Processor Addressing Modes
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CLEAR

CODE S E L E C T

0

0

CLEAR

IRC

----1
---- i----

LINK

AC

ROT

SWIFTS

NOT

CODE

C OU N T

CYCLE I
7

Clear Che lin k
Complement the link

LINK

bit
bit

AC

bit 9
bit 10

Clear the accumulator
Complement the accumulator

bit 11

Increment the accumulator

bit 12

0 = Rotate
1 = Shift
0 = Left
1 = Right
Number of shifts or rotates to
perform (zero to three)

8

CYCLE II
AC
CYCLE III
SHIFTS

bit 13
bits
14 & 15

AC

AC

m

5 -£

y
Right Rotate

Left Rotate

I

□

X

AC

Left Shift

Fig. 11.

^

A/

AC

Right Shift

The Data Processor Operate and
Mode Instructions

?
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ENABLE ENABLE
0

0

0

SELECT

0

LINK

AC

SET

LINK

AC

UN

>

=
<
CODE

UN
NOT
USED

bit

7

Enable setting the mode flip-flop
on the link condition

bit

8

0 = set the
link is
1 = set the
link is

bit

9

Enable setting the mode flip-flop
on the accumulator condition

mode flip-flop if the
clear
mode flip-flop if the
set

bit 10

Set the mode flip-flop if the
accumulator is greater than zero

bit 11

Set the mode flip-flop if the
accumulator is equal to zero

bit 12

Set the mode flip-flop if the
accumulator is less than zero

bit 15

If this bit is set, all of the selected
processors will execute this instruction
reguardless of the state of the mode
flip-flop.

(Note that prior to execution of this instruction the
mode flip-flops of the selected processors are cleared)

Fig. 11.

Continued

CHAPTER 3

THE AHPL DESCRIPTION

In describing the demonstration computer, several approaches
could have been taken.

For example, each of.the data processors could

have been described by a separate control sequence.

This would have

been particularly useful in showing.that each of the data processors
operate in an identical manner.

Alternatively, the control processor

could have been separated into one module, the data processors into
another, and the memory into yet another.

Still another choice would

be to incorporate the entire computer into a single sequence.

Although

the first and second choices have the advantage that the basic architec
ture of the demonstration computer is emphasized through the separation
of the control and data processors, the last option was considered to
be the best choice for four reasons.

First, the computer hardware

utilizes a single control sequence, therefore, a single module most
closely represents the actual hardware.

Second, since operations within

the computer execute sequentially rather than simultaneously, a single
set of instructions is simpler to follow.

Third, by combining the des

cription into one module it was not necessary to declare the broadcast
control signals.

These signals were treated as simple control signals

internal to the module description.

Fourth, although HPSIM has the capa

bility, the execution of simultaneous steps slows the execution time of
the simulation and increases the memory requirements,
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The AHPL description is shown in Figure 12 in its entirety.
This description^ as with any AHPL description, can be realized exactly
as it is described.

This consideration is particularly important for

simulation, since an evaluation of the physical Circuit design
a functional equivalent, is desired.

not just

In the control sequence, great

care was taken to specify each of the connections, functional units,
and memory elements s o .that the hardware representation of the circuit
would be consistent with the intended design.
The control sequence is broken into four parts.
instruction fetch for the control unit.

Step one is the

Steps two through eight are the

data processor instructions and steps nine through twenty-two are the
control processor instructions.

Step twenty-three is a psuedo-step

which allows the simulator to load the memory of the computer with the
instructions.

At the start of the simulation execution is forced to

step twenty^three, where it remains until the memory is filled with the
instructions for this simulation.

After this initial period, execution

continues, looping through step one

at the beginning of each instruc

tion.
In step one, the control processor performs a read of memory.
This step is shown in Figure 13.

The memory address is gated from the

upper eight bits of the program counter onto the address bus, ADDBtJS»
The particular memory is selected by the lower three bits of the program
counter Which are placed on e bank selection bus called MEMSELECT.

The

memory is read by a long conditional on the right hand side of the trans
fer to CPDBUS.

The next execution step is found by examing CFDBUS

directly, prior to the loading of the instruction register,
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AHPLMODULE $PflKflLLEL.CDMI'UTER.
MEMORY:MEMO <256>C163;MEM1<256>[16];MEM2<256 >[16];MEM3<256>[16];
MEM4<256>[163;MEM5<256>[163;MEM6<256>[16];MEM?<256>[163;
CPAC[17];IR[16];MEMORYDATA[163;INDXt113;PC[113;
AC0[17 3;AC1[173;AC2[173;AC3[173;AC4[17 3;AC5[17 3;AC6[173;
AC7[173;MODEO;MODE1;M0DE2;M0DE3;M0DE4;MODES;M0DE6;M0DE7.
EXINPUTS:PAUSE;EXGO;EXADD[113; EXDATA[163.
BUSES:DBUS0[163;DBUS1[163;DBUS2[163;DBUS3[16 3;DBUS4[163;DBUS5[163;
DBUS6[163;DBUS7[16 3;ADDBUS[S 3;CPDBUS[16 3;ABUS[16 3;BEUS [16 3;
CELJS[ 163; MEMSELECT[ 3 3;CARRY IN.
CLUNITS iADDO[IB 3(AC0;110,DBLEO);ADD1[1B 3(AC1;1$0,DBUS1);
ADD2[IS 3(AC2;ISO,DBUS2);ADD3[183(AC3;1$0,DBUS3)I
ADD4[183(AC4;1$0,DBUS4);ADD5[1B 3(AC5;1$0,DBUS5);
ADD6[183(AC6;1S0,DBUS6);ADD7[183(AC7;1$0,DBUS7);
ADD8C17 3(CBUS;ADD9C1:16 3•ABUS;1510,CARRYIN));
ADD9[173(ABUS;15$0,CARRY!N);
DCDO[2563(ADDBUS);DCD1 [2563(ADDBUS);DCD2[2563(ADDBUS);
DCD3[2563(ADDBUS);DCD4[ 256 3(ADDBUS);DCDS[2563(ADDBUS);
DCD6[2563(ADDBUS);DCD7[2563(ADDBUS);DCDS[43(IR[2:33);
DCD9[43(CPDBUS[3 $43); DCDAL4 3(IR[7 =83);DCDB[43(IR[9 $103) 1
DCDC[4 3(IR[12:13 3);DCDD[8 3(MEMSELECT);
BUSFNO[16 3(MEMO;DCD0);BUSFN1[16 3(MEM1;DCD1);
BUSFH2[163 (MEM2; DCD2);BUSFN3[ 16 3(MEM3;DCD3);
BUSFN4[16 3(MEM4;DCD4);BUSFN5[16 3(MEM5;DCD5);
BUSFN6[16 3(MEM6;DCD6); BUSFN7[16 3(MEM7;DCD7).

1

ADDEUS=PC[0:73;
MEMSELECT*PC[8:103;

CPDBUS*C BUSFMO(MEMO;DCD0(ADDBUS))IEUSFN1(MEM1;DCD1(ADDBUS))I
BUSFN2(MEM2;DCD2(ADDBUS))1BUSFM3(MEM3;DCD3(ADDBUS))I
BUSFN4(MEM4;DCD4xADDBUS))IBUSFNS(MEM5;DCD5(ADDBUS))I
BUSFN6(MEM6;DCD6(ADDBUS))iBUSFN7(MEM7;DCD7(ADDBUS)))*
DCDDCMEMSELECT);
IR<-CPDBUS;
ABUS*510,PC;
CARRYIN=\1\;
EBUS=ADD8[1:163(CBUS;ADD9[1:163(ABUS;1510,CARRYIN))I
FC< *BEUS[5:153;
* >(PAUSE,^PAUSES,(CPDBUS[03&(CPDBUS[1 3+CPDBUS[23&CPDBLET33
,^CPDBUS[13),^CPDBU5[0 3))/(23,10,9,2).
2

CPDBUS*IR;
ABUS-510,INDX;
IR[6:73*(IR[13+IR[23)<-(IR[6:73!INDX[0:13)
*(^IR[6]+^IR[73,IR[6]&IR[73);
IR[B:153*(IRC13+1R[23)< =EBUS[ 8:153;
CBUS-CPDBUS;
EBUS*(ADDS[1 !163(CBUS;ADD9[ 1 :16 3(ABUS;15$0,CARRY!N))IIR)
*(IR[63&IR[73,^IR[63+^IR[73);
*>(IR[13,^IR[13&( IR[23,^IR[23&(/'IR[63, IR[63)))
/(3,4,5,B ).

Fig. 12.

The AHPL Sequence for the Demonstration Computer
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3

ADDBU5=IRCB:153;
DBUSO= (BUSFNO CMEMO;DCD0 (ADDBUS)) I EUSFN7 (MEM7;DCD7 CADDELS))!
BUS FIS1 (MEM1;DCD1 (ADDBUS ) ) )X(^IR[6]&^IR[7], IRC63, IRC73) ;

DEUS1 = (BUSFN1 (MEM1;DCD1 (ADDBUS)) IBUSFNO CMEMO; DCDO (ADDBUS)) I
BUSFN2(MEM2;DCD2(ADDBUS)>)*(^IR[6]&^IR[7],IRC63,IRC73);
DBUS2= (BUSFr<2(MEM2; DCD2(ADDBUS) )iEUSFISl (MEM1;DCD1 (ADDBUS))I
BUSFN3(MEM3;DCD3(ADDBUS)) )X(^IRC63^IRC73, IRCG], IRC73);
DEUS3= (EUSFN3 (MEM3;DCD3 (ADDBUS) ) 1EUSFH2 (MEM2;DCD2 (ADDBUS)) I
BUSFN4(MEM4;DCD4(ADDBUS))) X M R [ B J M R C 7] , IRC6], IRC73);
DBUS4 = (BUSFN4 CMEM4;DCD4 (ADDBUS) ) I BU5FN3 (MEM3;DCD3 (ADDBUS)) I
BUSFNS(MEM5;DCD5(ADDBUS)))Z(-IR[63&-IR[73,IRC63,IRC73);

DBU56 = (BUSFhG (MEM5;DCD5 (ADDBUS) )IBUSFN4 (MEM4;DCD4 (ADDBUS)) t
BUSFNS(MEM6;DCD6(ADDBUS)))XC RC 63&^IRC73,IRC63,IRC73);
DBUS6= (BUSFNS (MENS;DCD6 (ADDBUS)) I BUSFNS (MEM5;DCD5 (ADDBUS)) 1
BUSFN7(MEM7;DCD7(ADDBUS)) )X(^IR[63&^IR[73, IRC63, IRC73) *
,

DBUS7= CBU5FN7 (MEM7;DCD7 (ADDBUS)) IBUSFNS (MEMS;DCD6 (ADDBUS)) i
BUSFNO (MEMO; DCDO (ADDBUS)))X(^IR[632vMRC73 ,IRCS3, IRC73) $
ACOX( IRL3 DLNIODEO)<= (ADDOC1 :173 (ACO; 1 JO, DBUS0) I
ACOC03, (ACOC 1 =16 3LDBUS0))X ( IRC23,~IRC23)!
AC1X( IRC4 3&''MODEl)<= (ADD1C 1*173 (ACl;ISO, DBUS1) i
AC1C03, (AC1C 1 • 163£lDBUS1 ))X( IRC23,-IRC23)i
AC2X( IRC43JW10DE2) <e (ADD2C 1:17 3 (AC2;ISO. DBUS2)!•
AC2C03,(AC2C1:163&DEUS2))*(IRC23,^IRC23);
AC3X(IRC 4 3E,^!10DE3)<= (ADD3C1 :17 3 (AC3;1JO ,DBUS3) I
AC3C03,(AC3C1:163&DBUS3))X(IRC23,^IRC23);
AC4XC I R C 4 3 ^ M O D E 4 X = (ADD4Cl :173(AC4M$0,DBUS4) i
AC4C03, (AC4C1:163&DBUS4))X( IRC23 ,^IRC23 );
ACS>:( IRC 4 3&/410DE5 )< = (ADD5C I':17 3 (ACS ;!$0, DBUS5)i
ACS!03 ,(AC5C1 :163&.DBUS5))*( IRC23, ~IRC23);
ACEX:( IRC 4 3E,DIODES)< = (ADD6C 1 :17 3 (ACS; 1 $0, DBUS6)I
ACSC03, (AC6C1 :16'3CDBUS6) )X( IRC23,^IRC23);
AC7X(IRC53&^M0DE7)< = (ADD7C 1 :173(AC7;1 $0, DBUS7) I
AC7C03 , (AC7C1 :163ckDEUS7) )X( IEC23,^IRC23 ).;

-XI).
4

ADDBUS-IRC E ;153»
DBUSO =ACOC1 *1S 35
DBUS1-AC1C1;163;
DBUS2-AC2C.1 *163;
DBUS3-AC3C1*163;
DBUS4-AC4C1*163;
DBUS5-ACSC1*163;
DBUS6-AC6C1*163;
DBUS7-AC7C1*163;
MEMO*(DCDO(ADDBUS)&IRC33&^MODE0)<-(D BUS*I DBL671DBUS1)
*(^IRC63&^IRC73, IRC63, IRC73);
MEM IX (DCD1 (ADDBUS)& IRC 4 3S^MCDE1 )< = (DBUS1 1 DBUS *IDBUS2)
X < ~ I E C 6 3 M R C 7 3 , IRC63, IRC73);
MEMZt: (DCD2 (ADDBUS )&IRC4 3i^MQDE2 )<-( DBUS2 iDBUS11DBUS3)

Fig. 12.
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*(^IR[6]&^IR[7], IRC6], IRC73);
MEM2DK (DCD3 (ADDBUS )&]RC4 ]&^M0DE3 )< = (DBU531DBUS21DEU54)
X(^IR[6]&^IR[7], IRC6D, IRC7D);
MEM4Z (DCB4 (ADDBUS )&IR[4 ]&^M0DE4 )< = (DBUS41DEUS3 iDBUSS)
%(^IR[6]&^IR[7], IRC6], IRC73);
MEM54: (DCD5 (ADDBUS )&IR[ 4]&^M3DE5 )< = (DEUS51DBUS4 iDBUSS)
*(^IR[6]&^IR[7], IRC6], IR[7]);
MEMS^: (DCD6 (ADDBUS )&IR[4 3&/410DE6 )< = (DBUSS I DEUS5!DBUS7)

IRC 6 3 ^ IRC 73, IRC S3, IRC71):
MBTTJt:CDCD7C ADDBUS )&IRC 53&^M0DE7 )< = (DBUS71DEUSE. IDBUS0)
%(^IRCS3&-IRC73, IRC63, IRC73);
AC0C1:1G3XC IRC33M1DDE6X=16$e;

AQLC1:1633:C IRC43S,^M0DE1)<-1S$0;
AC2C1:163X(IRC43&^MODE2)<=16$0;

AC3C1:16]%( IR[4 3^MDDE3)<=16$0;
AC4C1:163X( IRC4 3Sl^MODE4)<*16$0;

AC5C1:163X(IR[4]&^MODE5)<=16$0;
AC6C.1 :16 3Y-( IRC 4 3L^«ODE6)<-16$0;
AC7C1:163X(IRC 4 3&^M0DE7)<-16$0 i
=>C1).

5
AC0C1il63^(IRC33£,^MDDE0)<«(AC0C1:163J^AC0C1:1S3J16#0J^(16$O))*
DCDBCIRC9:103);
ACOC O 3X (IRC 4 3&^MODE0)< - (ACOC 0 3 I ^AC0t O 3 i1 $011 $ 1) *DCDA C IRC7:83);
AC1C1:163*(IRC43Si^MODEl)< = (AClLl:1631^AC1C1 :163116$0I
16$0))*
DCDBCIRIS:103);
AC1C03XC IRC 4 38»^M0DE1)<* (AC1C 0 3 i ^ACl C03ilS0il$l) SCDCDA (1RC7--B3) 5
AC2C1:163%(IRC43&-MODE2)<=(AC2Cl:1G3!^AC2C1:163116$0I^(16$0))*
DCDBCIRL9:103);
AC2C03*(IRC43&-MODE2)<=CAC2C03!-AC2C03!1I0!1$1)XDCDACIRC7:83);
AC3C1:163)K( IRC438.N10DE3X-(AC3C1 :163!a.AC3C1 :163il6$0i^(16$0) )X
DCDBCIRI9:103);
AC3C03&C IRC43&-MODE3X-CAC3C031^AC3C03i l$OU$l))KDCDAC IRC7:83);
AC4C1:163%(IRC 4 3a^nDDE4 X = (AC4C1:1631^AC4C1:163 i16$0i ^ C16$0) ) X
DCDBCIRIS:103);
AC4C03XCIRC43&^MODE4X = CAC4C0 3 i^AC4C03 1150i1 $ 1)KDCDACIRC7:83);
ACSC1:163XCIRC43&N10DE5X-CACSC1 :1G3!^AC5C1 :163116501^(1650))%
DCDBCIRC9:103)!
AC5C03%( IRC4D&^MODEHX-(ACSC031^AC5I03115011$1)%DCDA( IRC7:83);
AC6C1 :163%-( IRC 4 32.^MODE6 X = CAC6C1 :1631 ^AC6C 1:16 3 116501 ^ C1650))%
DCDBCIRI9:103);
AC£C03%( IRC 4 38»^MQDE6)<* CAC6T 0 31 ^ACSC 0311501151) %DCDAC IRC7sB3)l.
AC7C1 :163%( IRC 4 3S^M0BE7) <«(AC7C1 :163 1^AC7C 1 :163116501^C 1650))%
DCDBCIRL9:103);
AC7C 0 3% CI RC 4 3«^MODE7 )<* CAC7C 031 ^ACTC 0311501151) %DCD A C IRC7:83).

DBUS0-1651I

ACOXCI RC 3 3Z;^MODE0Si IRC 11 3X =ADDOE 1 :173(AC0; 150.DBUS0);
DBU51=16$1;
AC1%C IRC4 3E.WiODElS.IRC 113 X -ADD1C 1 =173 (AC1;If 0, DBUS1);
DBUSS*1651;
AC2%C 1RC 4 3E.WiODE22.IRC 113) <=ADD2C 1 !173 CAC2; 1S0,DBUS2) 5

Fig. 12.
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DBUS3=16S1;
AC3)K (IRC 4 ]&^M0DE3& IRC113) <=ADD311 J17 3 (AC3 ;1S0, DBUS3);
D5U54=16$li
A04X(IR[43&^M0DE4&IR[11])<=ADD4[1:173(AC4;1$0,DBUS4);
DBUS5=16$1$
ACSZCI RE 43^N10DE5£lIRC 113 )<«ADD5£ 1:173 (AC5 ?1$0, DBUSE) ;
DBU55=16$1$
AC6XCIRC4 3£,N10DE6^IRC 113 X =ADD6L 1 ••173 (ACS; 1 $0, DBUS6);
DBu57=16$l;
AC7X( IRC53^nDDE7LIRC113X=ADD7r 1 :173(AC7; 1$0,DBU57).
7

ACOXC(IR[33&^M0DE0)&(IRC 143+1RC153))< c(AC0C1 :163,ACOC031
AC0L163,AC0C0:1531AC0C0:13.ACOC3:163,1*01
ACOC 0:13,AC0L1:153)*DCDC(IRC12:133);

ACIXC (IRC43^M0DE1 )&(IRC 143+IRC153) )<= (AC1C1 :163, AC1C03 1
AC1C163,AC1C0:1531AC1C0:13,AC1C3:163,.1*01
AC1C0:13, A31L1:153)XDCDC(IRC12:133);
ACE%((IR[4]&^M0DE2)&(IRC 143+1RL153))< = (AC2C1:163,AC2C031
:
AC2C163 »AC2C 0 :153 1AC2C 0:13, AC2C3 •*163,1 *01
AC2C0:13,AC2L1:1S3>*DCDCCIRC12:133)1
AC3*((IRC41&^M0DE4)&(IRC143+IRC153))<=(AC3C1:163,AC3C031

AC3C163,AC3C0:1531AC3C0:13,AC3C3:163,1*01
AC3C0:13,AC3L1:153)XDCDC(IRC 12:133) l
AC44CCCIR[43&^MODE5)&(IRC143+IRC153))<=(AC4C1:163,AC4[03!
AC4C163, AC4C.0:1531AC4C0:13, AC4C3:163,1*01
AC4C0:13* AC4C1:153)XDCDC(IRC 12:133)5
AC5>:( (IRC43&^M0DE5)&(IRC143+IRC153)X = (AC5C1 :163,AC5C031
ACSC163,AC5CO:1531AC5C0:13,AC5C3:163,1*0!
AC5C0:13,AC5C1:153)XDCDC(IRC 12:133)1
AC£4:((IRC43&^MODE5)&(IRC143+IRC153))<=(AC6C1:163,AC6[031
ACSC163,AC6C0:1531AC6C0:13,AC6C3:163,1*01
AC6C0:1 3, AC6T1:153 ) X D C D C i IRC12-.133) i
AC7S:( (IRC53£»'^M0DE7)£i( IRC 143+IRC153) X ■ (AC7C 1 •'163, AC7C031

AC7C163,AC7C0:1531AC7C 0:13,AC7C 3:163,1*01
AC7C0:13,AC7C1:153)*DCDC(IRC 12:133)»
IRC 14 :153< c IRC 14 32xIRC 153 ,^IRC153;
=>(IRC143,^IRC143)/(7,1).
8

MODE0^(IRC33&(^MODE0+IRC153))<=IRr73&(^IRCB3:AC0C03)+IRC93&
(IRC103&^AC0C1 3+IRL113&(&/^AC0C1:163)+IRC123&AC0C13)
M0DE1*(IRC 4 3&(^M0DE1+IRC153))<-1RI73&(^IRC B 3 :AC1C03)+IRC93L
( IRC103&/'AC1C13+IRC113&(&/^AC1C1:163) + IRC123&AC1C13)
M0DE2*(IRC43&(^M0DE2+IRC153))<=IRr73&(^IRCS3:AC2C03)+IRC93&
(IRC103&^AC2C13+IRC113&(L/^AC2C1:16 3) + 1RC123&AC2C13)
l1QDE3ti:(IRC4 32i(^MQBE3+IRCl53) )< = IRr73E,(^IRC83 :AC3C03) + IRC93&
( IRC 103&/^AC3C 13+IRC113&(&//^AC3C 1:163 )+ IRC 123&AC3C 13 )
rDBE4X( IR[43&(/'M0DE4+IRC 153)) <= IRT73&(^1RC83 :AC4C03 )+ IRC93Ei
( IRC103&^AC4C 13+IRCll3&(&/^AC4C 1:163 )+IRC 1236AC4C 13)
MQDE5*(IRC43&(^MODE5+IRC153))< = IRC73&(-IRCB3:AC5C03) + IRC93&
(IRC103&^AC5C13+IRC113&CL/-AC5C1:163)+IRC123&AC5C13)
MCDESZCIR[43&(^MODE6+IRCl53))<=lEr73&(^IRCB3:AC6C03)+IRC93&
(IRT103&^ACSC13+IRL113&(&/^AC6C1:1S3)+IR[123&AC6C13)
M0DE7Z(IRC53 &(^M0DE7+1RC153))<=IRC73&(^IRCS3:AC7C03) + IRC93&

Fig. 12.
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< IHIl0 ]&^AC7[ 1]+IR[11]&(&/^AC7C 1 :16D)+ 1RC 123&AC7C 13);
=>(1).

9

NODELAY
= >(^CPDBUS:2 36lDCD9(CPDBLS l 3:43),CPDBUSU23)/(16,15,16, 11,14),

10

ADDBUS=IR l 5:123;
riEMSELECT = IRC 1 3 : 1 5 3 ;

CPDBU5= (EU5FN0 (MZM0;DCD0 (ADD3US) )I BUSFN1 (MEMl;DCD1C ADDBUS))!
EUSFN2 (MEM2 ;DCD2 CADDBUS)) I BUSFN3 (MEM3 ;DCD3 (ADDBUS).)!
EUSFN4 ( MEM4; DCD4 ( ADDBUS) ) 1BU5FIS5 ( METIS; DCD5 CADDRJ5) ) I
BU5FN6 ( MEMo; BODS ( ADDBUS) ) i BU5FM7 CMEM7: DCD7 ( ADDBUS J ) )
XDEDD ( nZM S ELETT);

ABUS2(CPACLJ.:163 15S0,INDX)X(^IR[43, IRC43) $
C A R D I N 2-IRC 13;
E3LB- ( CPDBU5-HABUSI CPDBU5+ABUS 1CPDEUS&ABUS i ADDSC1 * 163
(CBUS;ADD9C1=163(ABUS;15$0,CARRYIN)))
%DCD3(IR[2:33);
. CBU5= (CPD3U51^CPDBUS )*:( IR L 1 3 ,~ IRC1 3 );
CPACC1:163^IRI43<=EBUS;
INDXXIRI43<=BBLBC5:153;
CPACC 0 3XDCDBC33 ( IRT2:33)<^ADDSI03 (CBJ5;
ADD9I1=163(ABUS;15$0,CARRYIN)) CPACC03;
=>(!)»

11

ADDBUS2 IRC5:123;
MEMSEI EOT2 IRC 13:153;
CPDBUS2 (EU5FI40(MEM0;DCD0(ADDBLB)) IEUSFN1 (MEMl;DCD1 (ADDBUS)) 1
EUSnS2 (MEM2;DCD2 (ADDBUS)) I BUSFN3 (MEM3;DCD3 (ADDBUS ) )I
EUSFN4 (MEM4;DCT>4 (ADDBUS )) I BU5FN5 (MEM5;DCD5 (ADDBUS)) 1
BUSFM6 (MEM6;DCDS (ADDBUS ) ) I EUSFIS7 (MEM7;DCD7 (ADDBUS)))
*DCDD (MEMSEI,EOT);
CBUS2CPDBUS;
CARRYIN=\l\;
BBLlS-ADDSLl=163(CBUS;ADD9C1:163(ABUS;1510,CARRYIN));
MEMORYDATA<=BBU5.

12

ABUS-BSO,PC;
CBUS2CPDBUS;
CARRYIN-xlx;
BBUS-ADDSCl:163 (CBUS; ADD9C1:163 (ABUS; 15*0, CARRYIN) ) »
PDT-(^ (+/MEMORYDATA) )< -BBUSTS *153.

13

ADDBU52 IRC5«123;
MEMSELECT2 IRC 13:153 J
CPDBUS=MEMORYDATA;
MEMO*(DODO(ADDBUS)LDCDDC03(MEMSELECT))< 2CPDBUSi
MEMl X (DCDl (ADDBUS)LDCDDC 13 (MEMSELECT)) <2CPDBUS;
MEM2X (DCD2 CADDBUS)&DCDDC 2 3(MEMSELECT ))<= CPDBUS l
METIS#(DCD3(ADDBUS)&DCDDC33 (MEMSELECT)) < 2CPDBUS;
MEM4*(DCD4(ADDBUS)&DCDDC43(MEMSELECT))< =CPDBUS;
MEM5# (DCDS (ADDBUS)LDCDDC53 (MEMSELECT)) < 2CPDBUS;
METIS#(DCDS(ADDBUS)&DCDDC63(MEMSELECT))<= CPDBUS;
MET174: (DCD7 (ADDBUS)LDCDDE 7 3 (MEMSELECT)) <2CPDBUS;
= >( 1 ) .

Fig. 12.
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14

AELB-CPfiCCl:16D;
BBU5 =CPDBUS+ABUS;
MErt3RYDATA<=BBUS;
=>(13).

15

CPDEUS=IBs
EEU5=CPDEUS+ABLS;
PC<=BBU5L5:153;
=>( 1 ).

16

ABU5=\0,0,0,0,1\,PC;
EEUS=CPDEUS+ABUS;
MEMDRYDATA<-BBLE.

17

CFDBUS-IR;
CEU5=CPDBUS i
C h RRYIN=\1\;
BBU5=ADDSC1i163(CBLB;ABD9L1:163(ABUS;1550,GARRYIN));
PC<=EBU5C5:153;
=>(13).

IS

NEDELAY
= >(CPDBUS C53,^CPDBUS[5 3L (^CPDBUS[53,CPDBU5[63))/(1,19,P0).

19

ABUS=550.PC;
CBU5=CPDBUS;
CAREYIN=\1\; .
BEL5=ADDS[1:163(CEUS;ADD9L1:163(ABLS;1550.CARRYI fS));
PCX (IRC 7 32.(/vCPACL03 =IR[83) + IR[53&(JR[103&-CPAC[13,1R[113&
(&/^CPAC[l:163),IRL123LCPACE13))< =BBUS;
=>(1 ).

2:

ABU5=CPAC[1:16]*^IR[93;
EELS=(CPDE,
J5+ABU3i^AELIS)^(^IRL103, IRC 103) 5
CPACC1 - 163< =EBU5;
CPAC C0 3< = (CPACC O 31 ^CPACC 0 311$ 011 $1) ^DCDA(IRC7:83).

21

ABU5=CPACC1:163;
CARRYIN=xl\;
CEUS=CPDBUS;
EBUS=ADD3C1:163(CBUS;ADD9L1:163(ABUS;15$0,CARRY!N));
CPACC1 :163yiRC113<=BBUS;
CPACC03XIRC113<=ADDSC0 3 (CBLE;ADD9C1:163(ABUS;1550.CARRYIN))
SCPACC G 3.

22

CPACXCIRC 143+IRC 153)< =BBUS;
ABU5=(CPACC2:163.CPACC 0 3!CPACC0:1531CPACC13.CPACC3:16 3,1$01
CPACC13,CPACC1 :153)XDCDC(IRC 12:133);
EEUS=CPDBUS+ABUS;

Fig. 12.
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CPAC[0]%(IR[14]+IRri5])< = (CPAC:[l]lCPAC[16])&(DCDC[0](IRC12:133),

DCDCL13 (IRC 12:133 ) );
IR[14:15]< = IRC14]&IR[15],^IRC15];
= >(IR[14],^IRC14])/(22,1).
23

CPDBU5=CIP:EXDATA)XC ALEE,PAUSE);
MEMO*CEXED2,CDCD0CRDDBUS)&DCDDC0 1 (MEMSELECT)))<= CPDBUS;
MEMl * CEXGO& (DCD1 (ADDBUS )&DCDDC 1 ] (MEMSELECT )))< =CPDBUS;
MEM2>: CEXGO& (DCD2 (ADDBUS )&DCDD[ 21 CMEMSELECT )))<= CPDBUS i
MEM3* (EXGO& CDCD3 CADDBUS)&DCDDC 31 (MEMSELECT )))<« CPDBUS;
MEM4* (EXEQ8. (DCD4 (ADDBUS)&DCDDC 4 ] CMEMSELECT )))<«=CPDBUS;
METS* CEXGOL CDCD5 CRDDBUS)&DCDDC 51 (MEMSELECT )))<« CPDBUS ;
MEMSX (EXGQ3. (DCD6 (ADDBUS)SJ5CE'DI61 (MEMSELECT )))<= CPDBUS;
MEM7^:CEXGO&(DCD7<ADDBUS)&DCDDCT]CMEMSELECT); )<=CPDBUS;

MEMSELECT=EXADDC 8 =103;
ADDBUS-EX ADD [0 =73;
PCKEXGO< -EXADD;
=>(PAUSE,-PAUSE)/(23,1).
ENDSEDUENCE
CONTROLRESET (1 )..
END.

Fig. 12.
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1

ftDDBUS -F*CU0 :7 D;
nEHSELECT-PCC9:103;
CPDBUS- (EUSFh'O (MEMO;DCD0 (ftDDBUS)) I BUSFN1 (MEM1«DCD1 (ftDDBUS)) I
BUSFN2 (ME!12; DCD2 (ftDDBUS))! EUSFN3 (MEM3:DCD3 (ftDDBUS))!
BUSFM4(MEM4;DCD4(ftDDBUS)) I BUSFM5(MEM5;DCD5<ftDDBUS)) i
BUSFN6(MEM6;DCD6(ftDDBUS))IBUSFN?(MEM7;DCD7(ftDDBUS)))*
DCDD(MEMSELECT);
IR<-CPDBUS;
ABUS=Sfu,PC;
CAP.RYIN«\1\?
EBUS=ftDD3 L1:16 3(CBUS;ADDS[1:16 3(ABUS;1S$0,CARRYIN));
PCV=BBLiSCS:l53i
= >CPAUSE,^PftUSEC(CPDBUSC 0 3&(CPDBUSC1 3+CPDBUSC 2 3&CPDEUSC 3 3
,^CFDBUSC13), 'CPDBUS[O 3))zC23,10,9,2).

Fig. 13.

Step One of the AHPL Sequence
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The data processor instructions begin in step two.

In this step

instruction indexing, if required, is performed by adding the lower
eight bits of the index register and instruction register, placing the
result in the instruction register.

Also the upper two bits of the in

dex register are moved into the instruction register.

This allows

indexed instructions to be treated identically to directly addressed
instructions throughout the rest of the sequence.

From step two, the

control passes to steps three, for logical and and add, step four, for
deposit and clear the accumulator, step five for the operate instruc
tions , and step eight for the mode instructions. • Independent execution
by the data processors is accomplished by executing all the required
connections but not storing the results.

In this way, the processors

may be kept identical and able to be mass produced using LSI technology.
Only the control signal lines need to be changed in order to increase
the number of processors.

Step three is displayed in Figure 14.

As

indicated above, the selection bits, IF (3:3),, and the mode flip-flops
are used as conditional transfers.
processors' read of memory.

Step three also contains the data

The ADDBUS is set to the value of the last

eight bits of the instruction register and a read of all eight memories
is performed.

Bits six and seven of the instruction register select

which of the memories, the primary or adjacent, provide data to the data
processors.

This data is then gated through the arithmetic unit to be

added or anded With the accumulator, the result being placed in the
accumulator.

Control then returns to step one.

The deposit and clear

instruction shown in step four is also performed in one step, using a
conditional transfer to select the data to be provided to the memories.
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DBIJSO = CBi JSFHO ( I1FI1U ;.DCDO ( A D D L U S ) ) 1D JSF K7-i I IV.'l IV; TCJY,* ( AI.iDHU-5) ) !

BUSI'Ml (IID’1.1;LCD1 (ADDDUS ) )) i:(^ 1FC 6 Jc..--1 FI: i*n, IFC6], IRC 7 ]) ;
DEUS1 = Cr.USFNl (MKni;DCB1 (ADDJiUS) ) IEUSFMOdiKlId; f.CWC ADDBI-IS) ) I
BUSFTe(riEM2;LCDECADI'iBUS) ) )*4:(^IRT6 J V JFL7J, 1RLG3, IRL7J);
DBUS2- (BUSFnZ’C11EM2;DCDF (ADDBUS)) i BUSFTII (MEM) ;LCD1 (ADDBUS)) I
RUSFM3 (IIB 13; F'CD3 (ADDBUS) )) :i:C-1 RC A
IRL 73, IkC6J, IRCVJ);
DE1.IS3- (BUSFN3 (IIEf 13; DCD3 (ADDBUS)) iBUSFhG (M B 17; LCDS <ADDBUS ) )i
BUSFI44(M EM4;DCD4(ADDBUS)) )*('1RC63£»MRC?D, IRC63, IRL73);
DBUS4 - CBUSFN4 CMEI14;DCD4 CADDBUS)) I BUSF M3 (MF.MB;DCD3 (ADDBUS))!
BUSFM5 (H EMS ;DCDS (ADDEUS ))
IRC632x^1 Ri.73, 1RC63 , IRC73 )i
DEUSS* C BUSFMS ( M EMS ; DCDS ( ADDBUS )) BUS FA 4 ( MEI1-1; DCD-1 ( ADDBUS )) i
BUSFH6 (MEM6;DCDS (ADDBUS)) ):t(-^IRC 6 3c.-1RC73, IRC63, 1RC73);
DBUS6-(BUSFNS(HE! 16;DCDG(ADDBUS)) I BUSFHS(11FMS;DCDS(ADDBUS)) I
BUSFA7 CI1EM7;DCD7 (ADDBUS ))>* •> IRC 6 3o~IRC 7 3. 1RC63, IRC73); '
DBUS7 ' CBUSFA7 CMC117; DCD7 CADDBUS)) 1BUSFMS (MF.I16 ?DCDS CADDBUS)) !
BUSFMO CM E M O ;DC DO (ADDBUS )))*(-IRC 63&'~ IRC 73, IRC 63, IRC 73);
AC©*(IRC33&-MODEO)< = (ADDOC1:17 3CAGO;1$0,DBUSO)!
AC0C03, (ACOC1 :16 3c.DBUSO) )*( IRC23 ,-.IRC23);
AC1* ( IRC 4 3&-MODE1)<-(ADD1C1 :173(ACl»110,DBUS1)I
AC1C03, (AC1C 1:1632.DBUS1) ):V( IRC23.-IRC23);
ACS*(IRC 4 3&-MODE2)<-(ADD2C1:17 3(A C 2 ;1 JO,DBUS2)!
AC2C0 3,(AC2C1 =1 6 3oDBUS2))*(IRC23,^IRC23) i
ACS*(IRC 4 3&-MODE3)< = (ADD3C1:17 3 CACS;1 JO,DBUS3)I
AC3C03,(AC3C1:163oDBUS3))*(IRC23, ^IRC23);
AC4*(IRC 4 32^MODE4)<-(ADD4C1 :17 3(AC4;1J0,DBUS4)1
AC4C03, CAC4C1 =163c,DBUS4) )*( IRC23,^IRC23);
ACS* ( IRC 4 3JW10DES )<-( ADDSC 1:17 3 CA C S :1 JO ,DBUSS)i
ACSC03, (ACSC1 :163£,DBUSS))*C IRC23,-IRC23);
ACS*(IRC 4 3&-MODE6)< = (ADDSC1=17 3CAC6;1 JO,DBUSS ) I
AC6C03,(AC6C1:16 3&DEUS6))*(IRC23,^1RC23);
AC7*( IRC53&^MODE7)<«(ADD7C1 =17 3(A C 7 ;1 JO,DEUS7)1
AC7C03,(AC7C1$163&DBUS7))*(IRC23 ,-IRC23);
=>(1).

Fig. 14.
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The operate instructions, in steps five through seven, execute each of
the three major cycles of operation as a separate step.
the shift/rotate cycle is executed.

In step seven,

A. minimized realization of a simple

shift counter implements the multiple shifts and rotates.

This counter

causes step seven to be executed up to three times according to the
instruction code.

Step eight ends the data processor sequence with the

mode instructions.
The control processor branches with two no-delay steps from
step one, found in steps nine and eighteen.

Those operations which re

quire a memory read, namely and, or, load, subtract and add, excluding
isz, -.are found in step ten.

It is important to note that or and load are

both executed using the-arithmetic unit’s logical or, the load being
accomplished by simply not gating the accumulator onto the A-BUS.

This

allows the arithmetic unit to be simplified through the combination of
a direct transfer and logical or.

The isz instruction is implemented

in steps eleven through thirteen, step thirteen showing the form of a
control processor memory write.

The store, skip, and operate instruc

tions are implemented in steps twelve through twenty-two,

These steps

are very similar to the steps realizing the data processor operate in
structions.

CHAPTER 4

\

SOME TEST CASES

Diagnostic programs for digital computers often require miles
of tapes and whole bookcases of documentation.

In the testings the

demonstration computer problem was further complicated by the desire
to simulate, digital hardware and evaluate the simulation itself.

From

experience with conventional diagnostic techniques, one would be lead
to believe hundreds, of man-hours would be required to test and confirm
the operation of the demonstration computer.
the case for two basic reasons.

This turns out not to be

First, the simulator allows one to

examine every memory element of the processor following each clock
period.

There are no hidden registers which, must be made visible

through, special instruction sequences.

Secondly, the precise.descrip

tion of the equivalent hardware is unambiguously known for every step
of execution.
rent steps.

The problem is made even simpler by the lack of concur
Therefore, each, clock period only one of the demonstration

computer’s steps were executed.

This allowed each step to be indi

vidually evaluated without being concerned by unknown memory elements.
Even so, the testing of the demonstration computer required many tens
of houra,
Although the method of testing a hardware description in AHPt
using the. AHP1 simulator is. an important and useful topic, the emphasis
of this paper is the demonstration of the ability of the simulator to
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accurately simulate the operation of a parallel processor.

As mentioned

in chapter one, the simulatdr must accurately represent the device which
is to be simulated, create an operating environment for the device to
respond to, and display the response of the device to the environment in
which it resides.

In chapter three the demonstration computer was pre

sented described in terms of AHPL,

In this chapter an environment typi

cal to the operation o f .a parallel processor will be provided in order
to simulate the operation of the demonstration computer within HPSIM.
In order to simulate the operation of the demonstration computer,
it is necessary to provide a program in the computer's memory and
initiate execution at the entry point of that program,

HPSIM provides

this capability through, the use of external input lines.
are declared in the same manner as a bus or register.

These lines

During execution,

the user is required to provide the logic level for each of these exter
nal lines for each clock, period,

In the case of the demonstration

computer, external communication was not needed directly, but it was
necessary to load its internal memory.

This was accomplished by the

addition of an additional step which provided a means of quickly loading
the memory from the external lines.

The additional line, called PAUSE,

was added to force the simulator to go to step twenty-three.

At that

step another external line, called EXGO, indicated when the information
On the external memory address, and data lines was valid.

At the comple

tion of this memory load processes, the last memory address used is
taken as the entry point for the program just loaded.

When the proces

sor returns to step one, execution will proceed, at that address.
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To display the output of the processor as the problems are simu
lated, it was only necessary to indicate to the simulator-the memory
addresses which contained the results.

These memory locations, as well

as any registers or buses which were of interest, were displayed every
clock period.

To compress the ouput, HPSIM was modified to allow it to

display the output in either octal or hexadecimal in addition to the
usual binary format.

This allowed a single simulation to display many

more registers and memory locations during each simulation than would .
have been otherwise available, making the ouput more readable and aiding
the debugging process.

Heat Flow down a Uniform Bar
Standing off at a distance, a parallel processor looks like a
line of points, each of which is separated by a small distance,

immedi

ately , this reminds one of problems in calculus, where solutions are
derived in terms of small distances, delta-x, which approach zero.

This

physical similarity is quite intentional within parallel processors.
Numerical solutions to differential equations are usually approximated
by choosing discrete points separated by some small interval.

For ex

ample, rectangular, trapezoidal, Simpson^s, and Gauss integrations all
use this approach.

These problems can often be expressed as identical

equations executed at
in

a

different points on the line.

This characteristic

problem marks it as a prime target for execution on a parallel

processor,
(

One problem which is often of interest is heat flow down a
uniform bar.
equation

This problem is generally expressed by the differential

Considered as a boundary value problem, the analytical solution is
U(X,T) = F(X)G(T)-

This yields the simultaneous equations

F" + p2F == 0

(2 )

G* + c2p2G - 0

(3)

a ild

!

,

to which the boundary values are applied to obtain the analytic form of
the solution.

Numerically, the problem may be solved a number of ways,

using generalized differential equation solution programs or by simula
tion.

If simulation is chosen, the uniform bar is broken into a set of

points which are sufficiently close to approximate a continuum.

This

simulation technique is the one which parallel processors utilize to
solve differential equations.
The analysis of a problem for solution by simulation follows
very much like the analysis necessary to establish the form of the dif
ferential equation.
Figure 15.

As in calculus, a diagram is first drawn as in

Consider the rod as broken into a set of discrete points,

each of which is infinitely conductive and has . a finite heat capacity,
C.

Connecting these points is a filament which has no heat capacity but
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I

dx

T

Analytic form of the equation for heat flow
in one-dimension
3u
3t

To

Ti

T2

T3

T4

Ts

Ta

T?

OOOOKDKDKX)
An approximation of the rod as a set
of discrete nodes

iT - <Tn+ l + Tn -1 -

Fig. 15.

Diagram of the Heat Flow Problem
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a finite conductivity, K.

Then the temperaturechange

in somesmall

interval of time ¥ at node N is given b y :

Tn ~

Tn
o

= E'K(Tn+l * T)/C + K ( T ^ ^ T ) / C ]W

(4)

= (KW/C) (Tn+1 + In_ 1 -21)

(5)

or more simply

T„ -

Tn
o

The quantity K¥/C is simply a constant with time, hence the problem of
heat flow through a uniform bar can be solved very simply, requiring
only three additions one subtraction and one multiplication by a con
stant for each clock period.

In Figure 16, a FORTRAN.program for

calculating the heat flow through a uniform bar is shown.

The same

problem written for the demonstration computer reduces to simply:

DATA T/500,6*100,0/
DO 100 I - 1, 1000
100 T(N) = (T(N+1) + T(N-l) - 2*T(N))*R

FOR N = 2,6

where the calculation is performed in parallel for the temperature at
each node N.

The assembly language code for the execution of this pro

gram onthe demonstration computer is found in Figure

17.

To execute

each loop for this simulation required only thirteen steps, while each
loop generated six new values.»

The same problem executed in a conven

tional machine would require the same loop to be executed for each value.
Although the increase in performance of a machine using -this architecture

V
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FTIS4
C
C PROGRAM TO SIMULATE HEAT FLOW THROUGH A UNIFORM BAR
C
PROGRAM HEAT
INTEGER PTCS.2)
C
C THE INITIAL CONDITIONS ARE:
C
U(X,0) = 1000
0 < X < L
C
UC0.T) = 5000
C
U(L.T) =
0
C
C
C
KU/C =
0.1
C
DATA PT/5000,St 10O0,0,5000,6*1000,0/
DATA KWC/4/.K/1/
C
c OPERATE FOR 150 CLOCK PERIODS
c
DO 100 I = 1, 150
KO * K
K = 3 - K
DO 50 J * 2, 7
FT(J.K) - (PTCJ+l.KO) + PTCJ-l,KO) - 2*PT (J .K O )) /KUIC
50
+ PT(J.KO)
URITEC6,900)I,CPTCM.IO ,M=1,B)
100
STOP
FORMATC3X.I4.8C5X,15))
900
Ef'ID
$

Fig. 16.

A FORTRAN Program to Solve
the Heat Flow Problem
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MEMORY
LOCATION

MACHINE
CODE

INSTRUCTIONS

100

004500

Clear the accumulator and the link

101

064100

102

064100

103

004060

Add T to the accumulator
n
Add T to the accumulator
n
Complement and increment

104

064500

105

065100

106

005160

Add T ,. to the accumulator
n*rl
Add T . to the accumulator
n -1
Set mode if the accumulator is positive

107

064101

Add the constant 3 to the accumulator

110

005001

Clear all mode flip-flops

111

004012

Right shift 2 places

112

064100

Add T^ to the accumulator

113

024100

Deposit the accumulator into T^

114

115020

Increment - skip on zero on COUNT

115

104101

Jump to location 101

1000
1001

•
1007
1010

•

To
T1

*

Temperature values for the nodes

T7
3
•

1017

3

1020

COUNT

The constant 3

The negative value of the number of
iterations to be performed.

Fig. 17. Assembly Language Code for Solving the Heat
Flow Problem on the Demonstration Computer
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is linear with the number of processors, a significant speed increase,
can be realized with specialized problems •

Results of the execution of

both the FORTRAN program and the demonstration computer are shown in
Figure 18.

Both of these calculations were performed using integers.
-v
The results differ from the analytic solution by 1%. In comparing the
output of the FORTRAN program executed on a Hewlett-Packard minicomputer

with the simulator, the primary difference is the display of data in
octal rather than decimal.

The output of the simulator is very read

able and, although many extra lines of output are displayed, it is easy
to distinguish the execution of each step within the hardware descrip
tion.

Figure 19 shows a portion of the instruction execution.

In

clock period 77 execution of the third interation of the loop begins,
the instruction, found at location 100 is an add to the accumulator from
location 100 in the data processor address space.

This address trans

lates to locations 1000 - 1007 in the control processor’s address space.
The execution of this instruction can be easily followed through step
two in period 78 and step three in period 79.

In period 80, the new

value of the accumulator is shown for data processors one and two in
columns five and eleven respectively while execution continues at step
one with an instruction fetch shown by the value of CPDBUS in column
three.

An example of a mode instruction is shown in periods 88 through

90 with the mode flip-flop of data processor two being set while that of
data processor number one is not.

The following add instruction,

periods 91 through 93, is performed only by data processor one as shown
by the values of the data processor accumulators in period 94.

The next
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NODE

TIME
0
0
10
20

30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000

1

2

3

4

5

6

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

3646
3970
4103
4175
4217
4242
4257
4267
4273
4276
4277
4277

2505
3014
3243
3373
3449
3494
3521
3538
3548
3555
3557
3557

1677
2180
2451
2610
2705
2762
2796
2816
2828
2837
2840
2840

1123
1486
1739
1896
1990
2047
2082

723
916
1107
1231
1306
1352
1379
1395
1406
1412
1415
1415

366
435
536
604
646
671

2102

2114
2122

2126
2126

686

696
701
704
706
706

7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Integer output from heat flow simulation
by both the FORTRAN and HPSIM executions

—
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Analytic steady state solution

Fig. 18.

Results of the Heat Flow Problem
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104100
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076100
076100
016005
016005
016005
016005
016004
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036100
036100
017400
017400
017400
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017001
017001
017001
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1
1
1
1
1
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0
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A Sample Problem Execution
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instruction clears the mode flag and execution continues in data proces
sor two.

An Array Multiplication
Another common problem which parallel processors are particu
larly well suited is array manipulation.
must be multiplied together.

Often, two .arrays of values

This operation, although straightfonward

in a general purpose computer, can be performed in parallel quite
easily.

The program for performing an array multiplication on a sophis

ticated parallel processor such as ILLIAC IV would normally consist of
a single instruction.

Often, however, very complex calculations must be

performed by parallel processors, requiring many instructions.

For the

simple demonstration computer, an unsigned multiplication by the data
processors is the type of calculation which requires a moderate level of
complexity.

The treatment of a problem of moderate complexity is

important to demonstrate the ability of the design to perform such a
calculation and to challenge the simulator to adequately display the
execution process.
The algorithm for executing an unsigned integer multiply on the
demonstration computer is shown in Figure 20.

As in the last problem,

the algorithms for execution on the parallel processor are identical to
those used with conventional processors.

In many cases this allows the

transfer Of many programs with little change.

.In this case, the only

significant change in using the parallel processor is that both paths
for each branch in the algorithm must always be traversed.

In the case

of the unsigned multiplication, all that is required is to disable the
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GET M U L T I P L I E R

YES

LSB

NO

= 1?

ADD M U L T I P L I C A N D
TO H I G H O RD ER
RESULT

SHIFT RESULT
AND M U L T I P L I E R
R I G H T ONE BIT

L A S f X NO
BIT?/
TYES

Fig. 20*

Algorithm for an Unsigned
Integer Multiply
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addition of the multiplicand to those data processors whose multipliers'
LSB is zero.

This is easily done by the mode instruction as shown in

Figure 21, which is a listing of the assembly code for the demonstra
tion computer.

Addresses 103 through 105 implement the branch

condition by setting the mode flip-flop.for those data processors which
are to be idle.

The execution of the multiply requires sixteen itera

tions of the loop or a total of 225 instructions to provide a parallel
multiply yielding eight thirty-two bit products,
in Figure 22 a. portion of the HPS1M output is shown.
case of the heat

flow

problem, the values of the specified register are

shown for each clock period.
requires forty^seven

As in the

One iteration of the multiplier loop

clock periods, which gives a total of 757 clock

periods for an unsigned multiply.
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MEMORY
LOCATION

MACHINE
CODE

77

016500

Clear the accumulator and the link

100

076100

Add the multiplier to the accumulator

101

016005

Rotate right

102

036100

Replace the adjusted multiplier

103

017400

Set mode if the link is clear

104

076101

Add the multiplicand to the accumulator

105

017001

Clear all mode flip-flops

106

076102

Add the high-order result to the
accumulator

107

016005

Rotate right

110

036102

Replace the high-order result

111

076103

Add the low-order result to the
accumulator

112

016005

Rotate right

113

036103

Replace the low-order result

114

115040

Increment - skip if zero on COUNT

115

104100

Jump to location 100

INSTRUCTIONS

1000

Storage for the multipliers
1007
1010

Storage for the multiplicands
1017
1020

Storage for the high-order results
1027
1030
Storage for the low-order results
1037
1040

-16

Fig, 21.

Negative step count

Machine Code for Executing
the Multiply Example

CLOCK PC

IR

STEP

AC1

INPUTS

RESULTS

AC2

INPUTS

RESULTS

024 0076 000000 177760 000000 000043 000315 000000 000000 000000 000011 000707 000000 000000 start
025 0077 000000 177760 000000 000043 000315 000000 000000 000000 000011 000707 000000 000000
026 0077 000000 177760 000000 000043 000315 000000 000000 000000 000011 000707 000000 000000

869
870
871
872
873
874
875
876
877

0114
0114
0115
0115
0115
0116
0116
0117
0117

016005
016004
036102
036102
036102
114076
114076
114076
114076

177777
177777
177777
177777
177777
177777
177777
177777

034016
016007
016007
016007

000000
000000
000000
000000
000000 000000

000000
000000
000000
000000
000000
000000
000000
000000
000000

000315
000315
000315
000315
000315
000315
000315
000315
000315

000000
000000
000000
000000
000000
000000
000000
000000
000000

034016
034016
034016
034016
016007
016007
016007
016007
016007

017776
007777
007777
007777
000000
000000
000000
000000
000000

000000
000000
000000
000000
000000
000000
000000
000000
000000

000707
000707
000707
000707
000707
000707
000707
000707
000707

017776
017776
017776
017776
007777
007777
007777
007777
007777

000000
000000
000000
000000
000000
000000
000000
000000
000000

end

In decimal representation data processor one performed the calculation:
35 x 205 == 7175
In data processor two:
9 x 455 == 4095

Fig. 22..

HPSIM Output from the Multiply Example

In
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CHAPTER 5

THE TEST RESULTS

An important aspect of simulation is the speed at which the
simulation is. performed..

To be effective, the simulator must operate

at a speed which is fast enough to allow the simulation of large prob
lems.: economically.

In the case of the design of large digital systems»

such as a computer the cost of breadboarding the processor is very
large.

This allows an economic edge to the simulator, allowing a rela

tively inefficient simulation to be economically competitive.
The simulation of the demonstration computer was performed by
a Control Data 64QQ computer operating in the batch mode.

These simu

lations were performed by two versions; of the AHPL simulator.
newer version being faster and easier to use.

The

The problem simulations

were divided into two sections;, first the syntax analysis and second,
the problem simulation.
with, the simulator,

Table 2 summarizes the. benchmark runs made

The execution time required for the syntax analysis

was: determined by using one of the simulator’s debug options, which
allowed the execution of the simulator to be terminated upon completion
of the syntax analysis.

The problem simulations: were performed by

estimating the number of clock pulses required to complete the desired
task.

In the case of the heat flow problem, execution was stopped when

the problem reached a steady state condition.

In the multiplication

example, execution stopped when the multiplication had completed,
■

'
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF TEST EXECUTIONS

RUN

CLOCK PERIODS

EXECUTION TIME

COMMENTS

1

0

18.0

Syntax analysis only

2

900

453.1

Unsigned integer
multiply (overrun)

3

877

445.2

Unsigned integer
multiply (no overrun)

4

300

134.6

Heat flow problem
(partial execution)

5

2400

1093.2

0

47.9

Syntax analysis only
(HPSIM II)

900

168.. 3

Unsigned integer
, multiply (HPSIM II)

300

86,9

Heat flow problem

Heat flow problem
(HPSIM II)
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As shown in Table 2, the syntax analysis of the demonstration
computer required 18.0 seconds for HPS1M I and 47.9 seconds for HPSIM
II.

The new version of the simulator, HPSIM II, requires more time

duting the syntax analysis than the older version, HPSIM I, because
the burden of problem diagnosis has been moved to the syntax analysis
section of the program.
of some initial overhead,

This allows a faster simulation at the cost
The execution time of the syntax analysis

corresponds, to 0.05 and 0.15 seconds per line of code for HPSIM I and
HPSIM II, respectively.

This execution rate is about an order of mag

nitude slower than the CDC6400 FORTRAN Compiler.

Considering the

relative power of an AHPL description as compared to FORTRAN, the
simulator's syntax analysis, is quite fast.

Each statement within the

.demonstration computer ^s hardware description involves entire arrays
of bits which must he logically manipulated, while a FORTRAN program
deals, primarily with single words,

Since the syntax analysis is

inde

pendent of the actual simulation, the execution time for the syntax
analysis, was. identical for both problem simulations.
In the case of HPSIM II., the problem simulations required an
average of 0,13 seconds per clock period.

This time corresponds to

about two hundred thousand times, slower than real time for the equiva
lent parallel processor.

The execution time required by the simulator

is directly proportional to the complexity of the hardware description.
The fact that there are eight processors operating in parallel indi
cates that for a single data stream processor the execution time would
be about eight times faster or 0,02 seconds per clock period.

.
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Each, of the problems executed for about the same amount of
time.

The heat flow problem required slightly less time per clock

period than the multiplier example.

This difference was due to the

relative number of data processor and control processor instructions
executed, the data processor instructions being more complex than the
control processor instructions.
These results indicate that a complete set of diagnostics con
sisting of over 40,000 instruction executions, could be executed in
about six hours on a CDC64Q0,

Although the cost of the central pro

cessor time would approach. $10 ,0 0 0 , the diagnostic programs and
processor design which would be required by the AHPI. simulation would
also be required by another design approach..;

Also, the time required

for the construction of a breadboarded circuit and the test equipment
required for the breadboard could be eliminated.*.

The savings in

development time for a new piece of hardware could easily offset the
computation costs.

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

With th# description of the demonstration computer by ABPL and
the simulation of two test problems,, appropriate for the demonstration
computer, some general observations may be made about AHPL and its
simulator HPSDi.

In particular, the strengths and deficiencies of the

simulator system can be evaluated in light of the three requirements
described in chapter one and a few suggestions for the improvement of
the simulator system will be made..
The most apparent conclusion of this paper is that HPSIM can
successfully simulate the demonstration computer.

With, the introduc

tion of HPSIM IT, the simulator was able to simulate the demonstration
computer without modification.

The importance of this ability cannot

be underestimated, since the purpose of a design language is to simu
late the hardware and not the functional representation,

Because of

.

this, close relationship to the hardware, the response of the AHPL de
scription to the simulation will he identical to the response of a
properly breadboarded and clocked version of the hardware.

This

ability, combined with the simulator's ability to establish an operat
ing environment and display the operation of the circuit, demonstrates
HPSIM as a powerful tool for simulating large digital systems, such as
parallel processors.

6.3
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From the test problems chosen, HPSIM has demonstrated the
ability to describe an operating environment appropriate to the demon
stration computer.

Also, the output facilities of HPSIM allowed the

executions of the test problems to be examined in great detail.

Through

these test problems it has been shown that a detailed simulation using
•HPSIM can also provide information concerning the detailed operation of
the hardware.

This detailed exposure can allow the designer to improve

his design even in the latter stages of development.
The. new version of the simulator , HPSIM II, has provided a very
powerful tool for simulating digital systems,

Unlike the previous

version, HPSIM 11 provides a simpler aind more powerful means of describ
ing external stimuli to the hardware description.

Also, the execution

speed of HPSIM II is fast enough to be economically competitive with
traditional design methods..

The syntax analysis has also been improved,

thus, streamlining the design review process.
Perhaps the areas which the simulator could best be improved
is in the output format and the description of functional units.
Presently, the output of a single clock period is restricted to one line
of printout.

This output format should be expanded to allow several

lines of printout per clock period,

The most convenient way to do this

would he to retain the current display format, hut repeat the entire
output sequence, in an identical format for those lines which would
have, otherwise overflowed.

With the addition, of functional units, the

implementation of medium scale integration could be easily described.
This would greatly increase the practical utility of HPSIM and AHPL.
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Perhaps the most important aspect of the AHPL simulation system
is the "cleanness" of AHPL.

From my experience, as a programmer, I have

found that AHPL, and its simulator HPS1M, require about as much effort
to learn as. did FORTRAN,

With the introduction of software support

for AHPL through HPSIM and the AHPL compiler HPCOM, I personally believe
that within ten years the "art" of computer design may.become a methodi
cal science through the use of register transfer languages such as AHPL.
In summary, HPSIM; is a very powerful and relatively convenient
tool for the design and simulation of large parallel processors,

The

demonstration of the design described in this paper shows that although
some, cost considerations may make some applications prohibitively expen
sive, HPSIM is useful in the description of even relatively large
digital systems.

With the improvements of HPSIM IT, many of the cost

reservations may be eliminated.

In addition, even the. Casual user of

HPSIM may find it more convenient than evaluation by state diagrams or
extensive breadbosrding,

As. time progresses,'HPSIM. may improve the ex

tent that it or a similar design language may become a common tool in
industrial circuit simulation,
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